Artist at work!
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Artist at work!

We asked an artist, Bas Kohler, to visually present his thoughts, vision and view of the CAP Congress. And this was the result!
Nature inclusive agriculture?

But nature exclusive agriculture isn't possible!
This new CAP has been called... an agricultural E-volution!

E-v-o-lution?!
But we're in a great hurry to save our planet!
Can't you plan a revolution?!!
Because we don't mow the borders of our land...

We can find some nice habitat for us to preserve ourselves!
Good news! The commission understands one size doesn't fit all countries!

Great to have more freedom at country level!

But I think a European level playing field also should be assured!
Simplifying agricultural policy?...

But I just finished a 4 year course to understand the rules!
Hey! they put our farming funds to protect the environment!!

Ho, ho, ho! these are not your funds...

...but from the European tax-payers!
Please take a look at this green architecture! With great win-win solutions!
Discussion on CAP

What does it cost us?!

Why don't you ask what it will bring us?!!
Great! We can transfer funds...

...between the two pillars!
is there a country busy with SWOT analysis for the NSP?
Mind the global market!
the Gap Budget Decreased a lot over the last decades!

that's what parents do if children spent their pocket money unwise!

then they cut the pocket money!
What we miss... in this new CAP... are some rules on our welfare!
Conversing the Dutch way:

First some coffee!
And?!!
do you
taste the
nature?!!

Well, to be honest...
Old school schemes:

Government: Sign for 7 years

Bored Farmer: Please some more flexibility!

+ Year later: new scheme
flexible schemes produce more nature

Government

Collective

Happy farmer

more flexible
Artist at work!

"Look! a farmer!"

"So rare these days!"
CAP strategic plans
Exploring Eco-Climate schemes

Artist at work!
Please produce lots of cheap food!

And don't forget:

Animal welfare, climate, the landscape and the ecosystem!